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PREFACE 
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neering Division , U.S . Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory. The work 
was done under DA Project 4A 762719AT42, Design, COllStructioll and Operations Technology 
for Cold R egions, Technical Area 02, Soils and Foundations Technology, Work Unit 004, 
Excavation in Frozen Ground. 

Paul V. Sellmann of USA CRREL and Dr. Ivor Hawkes provided technical reviews of the 
manuscript . 

The contents of this report are not to be used for advertising, publication, or promotional 

purposes. Citation of trade names does no t constitute an official endorsement or approval of 

the usc of such commercial products. 
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SUMMARY 

This report develops theoretical equations for the geometry and motion of axial rotation 
cutting and boring machines (e.g. ro tary drills, tunnel boring machines, raise borers, machines 

for coring, trepanning and reaming). Afte r tenns used in the report are defin ed , the penet ra

tion trajec tories of both fixed cutting tools and ro lling cutte rs 3rc analyzed and described by 
equations. Veloci ty equa tions are then derived for fixed cutters , rolling disc cutters, and 

wide roller cutters , and the effects o f skidding are taken into accoun t for roller tools. 

Planetary or epicyclic boring heads are analyzed ; consideration is given to reamin g machines 
using unpowered roller cutters, and to machines having independently powe red planetary 
cutting heads. Equa tions relating tool chipping depth with machine penetration rate 

and rotational speed are given, both fo r Oat-face and non-Oat bon ng heads. Critena are 
given for compatibility between cutting and clearing components where fli ght augers or 
screw conveyors are used. Kinematic factors th at control requirements fo r relief angle and 
rake angle on fi xed cutting tools are given, and distinctions are made between apparent 
and ac tual tool angles. The distribution and spacing of CUlling tools on a boring head are 
considered, taking into accoun t radial spacing, angular spacing, and spacing in the axial 
direction. A number of numerical examples are worked in order to demonstra te the 
application of various equations to practical problems of machine design or pe rformance 
analysis. 

v 
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CONVERSION FACTORS FOR U.S. CUSTOMARY AND SI UN ITS 

Multiply By To obtain 

Inch 25 .4 Millimeter 

Foot 0.3048 Meter 

inch/minute 0.4233 Millime ter /seeond 

Foot/minute 0.00508 Meter/second 

Foot/hour 0.3048 Meter/hour 

Degree 0.0 1745 Radian 

Revolution /minute 0.1047 Radian /second 
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lECHANICS OF CUrrlNG AND BORING 

FOREWORD 

TIlere are a multitude of tasks that involve the cutt ing, dril ling, or excavating of natural 

ground materia ls and massive structural materials. The required technology va ries with the 

properties of the materials and with the scale of operations, but a broad distinction can be 

made on the basis of the strength , cohesion, and ductility of the material that is to be 

worked. In weak materials that have lillie cohesion (e.g. typical soils) the fo rces and energy 

levels required for se parati on and disaggrega tion are often small compared wi th the forces 

and energy levels req uired for accelerat ion and transport , and materials handling technol

ogy dominates the considera tion. By contrast, in strong materials that exhibit br itt le frac

ture charac teris tics (e.g. rock, concrete, ice, frozen ground) the forces and energy levels 

required for cUlling and breaking are high compared with those required for handling the 

broken material , and the technica l emphasis is on CUlling and brea king processes. 

USA CRR EL has long been conce rned with excava tin g and drilling in ice and frozcn 

gro und , and over the past decade sys te mat ic research has been directed to this techni-

cal area. The research has covered a wide range of establ ished technologies and novel 

concepts but , for short term applica tions, interest has necessarily cen tered on special deve l

opments of proven concepts. In particular. there has been considerable concern with direct 

mechanical cu tting applied to excava tion, cu tting. and drilling of frozen soils, glacier ice, 

floatin g ice, and dense snow. During the course of this work, numcrous analyses and de

sign exercises have been undertaken , and an attempt is now being made to develop a 

sys tematic analytical scheme thm can be used to faci litate future work on the mechan ics 

of cu tt ing and boring machines. 

In the industrial sec to r, rock-cutting machines are usually designed by applying standard 

engineering methods in conjunc tion with experience gained during evolution of successive 

generations of machines. This is a very sound approach fo r grad ual progressive deve lop

ment , but it may no t be appropriate when there are requirements for rapid deve lopmen t 

involving rad ical departures from es tab lished performance characteristics, or for ope rations 

in unusual and unfamiliar mat erials. A distinct alternat ive is to design more o r less frol11 

first principles by means of theore tical or experiment al methods, but this altcrnat ive may 

not be prac tica ll y feasib le in its more extreme form . 

There arc nUlllerous difficulties in attempting a strict scientific approach to the design 

of rock-cutti ng machines. The relevant theoretical rock mechanics is likely to involve 

controvers ial frac ture theories and failure criteria , and to call for de tailed mat crial proper

ties that are 11 0 1 normally available to a machine designer. Direct experiment s are cos tly 

and timc-Collslll11ing, and experimental data culled from the literature may be unsuitable 

for ex trapolation, especially when (as is sometimes the case) they are described by 
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Classification of machines alld cutting tools for analy tical purposes. 

relationships that violate the basic physics of the problem. Comprehensive mechanical 
analyses fo r rock-culling machines have not yel evolved, and while estab lished design 
principles for mel ai-culling machine lools may be helpful, they do not cover all pertinenl 
aspects. For example, there are usually enormous diffe rences in forces and power levels 
between machine tools and excavating machines, and force components that can be almost 
ignored in a relatively rigid machine tool may be crucial design factors for large mobile 
rock cutters that are highly compliant. 

In dealing with cold regions problems where neilher outright empiricism nor highly 
speculative theory see m appropriate , some compromise approaches have been adopted. 
While simple and pract ical, these met hods have proved useful fo r analysis and design of 
cutting and boring machines working under a wide range of condi tions in diverse materials, 
and it seems possible that they migh t form the basis for a ge neral analytical scheme. The 
overall strategy is to examine the kinematics , dynamics and energetics for both the cutting 
tool and the complete machine according to a ce rt ain claSSifica tion, adhering as far as 
possible to strict mechanical principles, but hold ing to a minimum the requirements for 
detailed information on lhe properties of the material to be cut. 

Kinematics deals with the inherent relationshi ps defined by the geometry and motion of 
the machine and its cutting tools, without much reference to the properties of the material 
being cu t. Dynamics deals with forces ac ting on the machine and its cutting tools, taking 
into account machine characteristics,' operating procedures, wear effe cts, and material 
properties. Energetics deals largely with specific energy relationships that are determined 
from power considerations involving forces and veloci ties in various parts of the system, 
taking into account properties of the materials that are being cut. 

These mech3Jlical principles are applied in accordance with a classification based on the 
characteristic motions of the major machine element and the actual cut ting tools, as iIlustra· 
ted above . Machines are classified as transverse ro tation, axial rotation, or continuous 

belt, while the action of cutting tools is divided int o parallel mOTion and nonnal indentation. 



Transverse ro tation devices turn abou t an axis that is perpend icular to the direc tion of 

advance, as in circular saws. The ca tegory includes such things as bucket-whcclrrcnchcrs 
and excavators , pavement planers. ro tary-drum gra de rs, la rge disc saws for rock and con

crete, certain types of tunneling machines, drum shearers, continuous miners, ripping 
booms, some ro tary snowplows, some dredge cu tterhcads, and various special-purpose 

ix 

saws. millers and rou ters. Axial rotation devices turn about an axis that is parallcl to the 

direction of advance, as in drills. The category includes such th ings as ro tary drills , augers 

and shaft-sinking machines, raise bo rers, full -face tunnel bo ring machines, corers, trepanners , 

some face miners, and certain types of snowplows. COlllilllW llS belt machines repre-

sent a specia l fo rm of transverse ro tation device, in which th e roto r has been changed to a 

linear elemen t, as in a chain saw. The ca tegory includes "digger chain " trenchers, ladder 

dredges, coal saws, shale saws, and similar devices. 

In tool action, parallel mOlion deno tes an active stroke that is more or less parallel to the 

surface that is being advanced by the tool, i.e. a plani ng ac tion. Tools working this way 

include drag bits for rotary dri lls and rock-cutting machines ; picks for mining and tunneling 

machines; tee th fo r ditching and dredgi ng buckets; trencher blades ; shea rin g blades fo r 
ro tary drill s, sur face planers, snowplows,etc .; d iamond edges fo r drills and wheels; and o ther 

"abrasive" cu llers. Normal indentation denotes an ac tive stro ke that is more o r less no rmal 

to the surface that is bei ng advanced, i.e. one which gives a pi tting or cra tering effec t such 

as might be produ ced by a stone chisel driven perpend icular to the surfa ce . Tools working 

this way include roller rock bits for driUs, tunneling machines, rai se bore rs, reame rs, etc.; 

disc clltters for tunnelin g machin es; and percllssive bits fo r d ri lls and impact breake rs. 

A few machines and ope rat ions do no t fit nea tly into this classification. For example, 

certain road headers and ripping booms used in mining sump-in by axial ro tation and pro

duce large ly by transve rse rotation, and there may be some question about the classifica tion 

of tunnel reamers and tapered rock bils. However, the classificat ion is ve ry sa ti sfac tory fo r 

generall11echanical analysis . 

Complete treatment of the mechanics of cutting and boring is a lengthy task , and in o rde r 

to expedite pub lication a se ries of repor ts dealing with var ious aspects o f the problem will 

be printed as they are comple ted. The main topics to be covered in this se ri es arc : 

1. Kinema tics of transverse ro tat ion machines (Special Report 226 . May 1975) 

2. Kinemat ics of axial rotation machines 

3. Kinematics of continuous belt machines 

4. Dynamics and energetics of parallel-motion Lools 

5. Dynamics and energe tics o f normal inden tation tools 

6 . Dynamics and energe tics of transve rse rota lion machines 

7. Dynamics and energe tics of ax ial rotation machines 

8. Dynamics and energetics of continuous belt machines. 



MECHANICS OF CUTTING AND BORING 
PART 2: KINEMATICS OF AXIAL ROTATION MACHINES 

by 

Malcolm MeUor 

Axial rotation machines for cutting and boring arc devices that rotate the cutting head about 
the axis of penetration. In the drilling and excavating of rock and other earth materials, this 
category of machine includes such things as rotary drills , augers , corers, tunnel boring machines, 
mining machines, raise borers and some rotary snow plows (Fig. I). In other technical fi elds (e.g. 

metal-working or woodworking) there are numerous devices, mostly drills, reamers, corers or 
trepanners, that conform to almost identical mechanical principles. 

This report deals with the geometry and motion of the cutting elements on axial rotation 
machines, and to some ex tent with the geometry and motion of closely associated components 

that remove cuttings from the working surfa ce . The treatment parallels that given for transverse 
rotation machines and continuous belt machines in separate reports (Mellor 1975, 1976) , but 

there is an important difference in that axia1 rotation machines can utilize both parallel-Illation 
(planing) tools and normal ·indentation (c rushing) tools, whereas the other mac11ine types use 
only parallel-motion tools. 

As in the oUler reports of this se ries, the intention is to provide a digest of theory and data, 
without describing or disc ll ssing the machining processes in much practical detail. 

Tenninology 

Terms used to describe essent ial ly similar components or functions of axial rotation machines 
may vary with the industry or country in which the machine is built or used. or with the technical 
background of the people usin g the terms. Some terminology adopted fo r the present work is 
given below. 

The boring head is the complete rotor which revolves about the central axis of the hole , shaft or 

tunnel that is being bored. Its diamete r corresponds to that of the bo re. On a small drill it is simply 

the bit ; on a full-face tunnel boring machine it is the face plate that carries the cUlters; on a 
"selective" tunnel borer it is the rotor that carries subsidiary powered drums or unpowered cutters. 
Some mining machines have twin boring heads. 

Reamers are devices that increase the diameter of an existin g pilot hole. They may follow the 
principle of the standard metal-working reamer, using a tapered boring head to a ttack the hole 

waus continuously, or tJley may consist of a series of annular boring heads that cut out a set of 
discrete steps, each larger in diameter than the preceding one. Some raise borers and tunnel boring 
machines fall in 10 this ca tegory . 
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, 

Q . Assortment o/small hand·held augers. 

Figure I. Axial-ro tation machines. 
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b. Large auger head lor work in "soft 
ground" alld weak rocks. (Courtesy 
of Colweld Division of Smilh bller-

IID/ionaIIIlC.) 

c. Ty pical "m"colle" ro ller rock bit 

for rOlary drilling. (Col/nesy of Reed 

Tool Company . J 
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d. Very large ( 12-fl-diameler) bil for reverse circulalion drilling. (Courlesyof 
Hughes Tool Company .) 

Figure J (COlli 'd). Axial-rotarion machines. 

CUllers, or cUlling lools , are the actual culting element s (usually consumable and replaceable) 
fitt ed to the main borin g head. They are broadly subdivided into parallel-motion tools and normal
indentati on tools. 

Parallel-mo tion tools operate wi th a planing action which moves the cutter parallel to the sur

face that is being advanced . This category includes such things as carbide-tipped drag bits (as used 
on drills and mining machines) . hard faced teeth (as used on large augers and so ft -ground tunnel 

borers), ground " eel cutting blades (as used on ice drills), and diamond tools (as used in rotary 
drillin g and coring) . 

Norl11a/-illdell{atioll lOols in the present context are limited to the va rious types of roller cutters 
that are th rust into the advancin g surface by high normal fo rces. More generally, the category 
would a]so include percussive tools. 

The term roller cutler is used here for all types of un powered rotaling cutters that work 
primarily by indentation (like a g1asscutter wheel) . In cl uded under thjs term are beveled-rim disc 
cutters, disc cutters with hard indenter studs (or "butt ons") around the rim , geartooth cutters and 
starwheels , as well as various types of wide roUer cones (with studs or mUltiple discs), center cones 
(t ricones), and crossrollers . 
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e. Raise-boring heads. (Courtesy of Mining Services and Equipment 

Division, Dresser Industries / IIC.) 
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f Ty pical "fuIlIace " flInnel boring machines fo r mediulIl·strength rocks (disc type), and for hard 

rocks (s flldded roller type). (Courtesy of Calweld Division of Smith International Inc., and James 
S. Robbins and Associates Inc.) 

Fig"re I (cont 'd). Axial·rotation machines. 

Gauge cullers are the cu tters se t at the fu ll radius of the bore. They have to cut the corner or 
angle that marks the transition fro111 face to ho le wall. 

A tracking cutter foll ows one or more ident ical cutters set at the same radius on the boring head. 
If tllcre are n tracking cutters at a given radius, they would normally be uniformly spaced with an 
angle 2n/n between their positions. 
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f( COI1 ( 'd). 
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g. Twin-head mining machine formerly lIsed [or funneling in permafros t. 

Figure J (cont 'd). Axial-ro tation machines. 

The chippil/g depth is the depth or penetration or a cutter into the 

work, measuring ei ther normal to the advancing surface (2) or parallel 
to the main boring axis (2a)' It is equivalent to "uncut chip thickness" 
of machine tool terminology . 

TI,e pitch P or any helix (as described by an auger flight or by a 
cutting track) is tlle axial advance ror one complete revolution (Fig. 2). 

TIle helix angle Q at any given radius, on a helical cutting track or a 
helical auger fli ght is the slope angle dermed by" = tan-I (P/21fr), where 
P is the pitch (Fig. 3). 

Figure 2. Helica/ pel/e-

The pelletratioll axis is the central axis of the hole that is being 
bored, and the axis about which the boring head rotates. 

"arion pOlh. The rotatiol/a/I'e/ocity or the boring head is its angular velocity w 
(radians per unit time), but it is orten expressed as an angular frequency 

[(revolutions per unit time). It is commonly rererred to as "head speed." 

The penetration rate U is the speed at which the boring head advances in tlle axial direction. 

The trajectory or a fixed cutting tool, or the trajectory or fixed parts or a rolle r cutter, is the 
path traced relative to fixed axes (relative to the rock) as the boring machine operates ; it is usually 
a helix on a sim ple machine. The cutting trajectory ror a roller cutter is the patll traced relative to 

the rock by a given pOint on the rim or the roller ; it approximates to a cycloid or epicycloid 
superimposed on a helix for a simple machine . 
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Figure 3. Two-dimensional projection of helices de

scribed by poillls al different radii. 
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The absolute tool speed u for a given point on the tip or rim of a cutter is the velocity of tha t 
point relative to the work, taking int o account the com ponents of motion due to both rotation and 
penetration, i.e . it is the time deriva ti ve of the tool trajectory. In the case of a fixed (drag bit) tOol, 
it is equivalent to the "surface feet per minute" of machine shop terminology. Tool speed varies 
with the radius of the 1001 on the boring head ; al the outer edges of the head, where speeds are 

highest, langenlial ve locity derived from rOlalion alone (u,) is usually a good approximalion to u. 
In the case of roller cutters, the velocity of the center of the rolle r is often taken as "tool speed ," 
although indentation velocity of the rim is morc dircctJy relevant to cU lting. 

The apparellt rake angle~ , is the angle belween Ihe lead ing face of a fixed CUlling 1001 and Ihe 

main axial direction, as shown in Figures 18 and 19. It is a constant angle fo r a give n fixed tool. 

The actual rake angle is the angle between the leading face of a fixed cli tling tool and a normal 
to the helical penetration path. II varies wi th the ope rating conditi ons ( Fig. 19d). 

The apparent relief allgle (or primary relief angle) ~2 is Ihe angle belween Ihe nank or shoulder 

of a fixed cutt ing tool and a plane normal to the penetration axis , as shown in Figures 18 and 19. 
II is a constant angle for a given fixed 100i. 

The actual reliefallgle is the angle belween the nank or shoulder of ' lxed CU lling 1001 and 

the helical penetration palh (Fig. 19d). It varies with operating conditions. 

The effective relief angle, or effec live clearance angle, is illustraled in Fig. 19c. II defines Ihe 

maximum heli x angle that the tool can follow when there is a limitation im posed by some seconda ry 
projection of the nank or shoulder profile. 
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The il/cluded al/gle of a fixed cU lling tool ~3 is the angle be tween the leading face and the 

shoulder , measured in a plane that is parallel to the penetration axis and tangential to the rotation, 
i.e . 

~3 = 90° - (Il l + ~2) · 

The edge al/gle of a beveled-rim disc CUller (21/1) is the co mplete angle of the V-edge measured 

in a diametral plane (Fig. 2 1). 

Trajectories of Fixed Tools 

As a boring head rotates at constant angular frequency land simultaneously penetrates at 
constant axial speed U, any fi xed point on the boring head at a given radius, will fo llow a helical 

path around a circu la r cylindrical su rface of radius , (Fig. 2). The Cartesian descript ion o f the 

helix is usually given in parametric form as 

x ;:::; a cosO y = asin O z = b 0 (I ) 

where a and b are constants and the angle 0 is the parameter. In terms of the boring head, this 
transla tes as 

x = r cosO y = rs in O z = UI = !!, 8 = ~o = 2~! 0 (2) 

where I is time, W or Ii is angular ve locity (w = 2nf), and 0 is the total angle of rotat ion for Ihe 

boring head. 

The pitch , o r penetration per revolution P is 

p = f!. = 2nU 
! T (3) 

and the length of tlle helical path s is 

(4) 

where u, is the tangential veloci ty of a point at rad ius , when U = O. The helix angle " , defined at 

a given poin t as the angle between the tangen t to the helix of radius , and the tangen t to the 

concentric circle of radius r passing through the same point (Fig. 3). is 

" = tan- I (L) = tan-I (U) = tan-l (Jl.. ) . 
2n,! , 0 u, 

(5) 
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These relations describe the motion of fixed cutting lools, or the motion of the bearing cente rs 

for roller cu tters. They illustrate onc of the major design problems for axial ro tation devices: 

" -+ 90° as (Ulu,) -+ a 

or,since/is finite , 

" = 90° at r = O. 

In other words, a cutter at the center of a boring head has to progress directly into the work in the 
axial direction. 

Figure 4 shows tlle hel ix angle" as a function of relative radius rlR , Witll (U(2rrRf) as parameter , 

R being the maximum radius. The plot on linear scales illustrates that unde r typical conditions, 
where U« 2rrR[, the abrupt increase of the helix angle does not occur unt il r < 0.1 R . 

Trajectories of Roller Cutters and Indenters 

TI,e cu tting track of a rolle r cutter traces out a helical path in the rock. That path is described 

by eq 1 ~5. If the cu tter is a symmetrical disc set with its bearing axis along a rad ial of the main drum , 
the center of the bea ring also traces ou t a similar helical patll , but a point on the periphery of a non

skidding cutter describes a cycloidal trajectory relative to the helical track in the rock surface. 

Consider a single knife-edged disc cutter mounted so that its axis of rotati on is along a radial of 
the main boring head and perpendicular to the main penetration axis of the machine (Le. wi th 
zero skew). Assume that the cu tter mounting is "stiff," so that the disc cutS a groove of fixed depth 
R without rid ing up be tween chipping stages. If the hel ical cutting track in the rock is developed into 

a plane, and x andy axes are taken from an arbitrary origin on the track, with x andy directions 
tangential and normal to the track respect ively, then a pa rticular point on the periphery of the disc 
cutter describes a regular cycloid whose equation is 

x = Rc (¢ - sin ¢) } (6) 
y = R c ( I - cos¢) 

where Rc is the disc radius, and ¢ is the angle of rota tion measured from an initial condition of x = 
O,y = 0, ¢ = a (Fig. 5). An alternative expression is 

(7) 

For one complete revolution of the disc,x = 2rrRc and the lengtlt of the arc is 8 Rc' 

It is often assumed for simplicity th at a roili ng indenter penetrates the rock normally, but this 
is not strictly true, Any poin t on the rim of a n on·~kidding indenting cutter wi ll penetrate the rock 
along part of a cycloidal path, traveling forwa rd as well as downward (Fig. 6). If the chipping depth 

measured normal to the helical path is Q, then the forward travel of a rim point during inden tation 
(6x) is 
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Figure 5. R egular cye/oid. 
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= R, coo-I (I - 2/R,) - 2(2R ,I2 - 1)1> . 
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(8) 

Wilh a 14·in.-diam disc chipping to depths of 0 .5 in. and 1.0 in., ~x would be 0 .064 in . and 
0 .182 in. respectively. Thus penetra tion is vel)' close to being perpendicular to the surface of the 
work in most practical circumstances. 

13 

Combining the cycloidal and helical motions, the trajectory of a poin t on the rim of a radial ·axis 
non-skidding disc cutter can be expressed in cylindrical coordinates as 

r' = , , 

0' = R, (q, - sin q,) cos a 
r, 

z' = R, I(q, - sin q,) sin a - ( I - cosq,)cos a l 

(9) 
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in which,c is the radius at which the disc is set on the main boring head , and 0: is the helix angle of 
the cutting track as given by eq S. In Canesian coordinates the combined motion is described by 
taking rand 0 from eq 9 and setting x' =,' cos 0', y' = " sin 0'. 

When the disc cutter is rotat ing without slip, there is a simple relation between cutter rotation ¢ 
and rotation of the main drum 0: 

(10) 

Except for locations very close to the center of the main boring head, U/ (21Tf cf) is typically much 

less Ulan unity , so that 

(II) 

By substi tu ling in to eq 9 from eq 10 or I 1 , 0' can be expressed in terms of () I the rotation angle of 
the main boring head. 

If, instead of a continuous disc, the roller cutter is a studded disc with sharp conical indenters, 
the trajectory of an indenter poin t will be Ule same as Ule trajectory of a point on a continuous disc 

as long as the machine is "stiff; ' chipping depth is less U,an indenter length, the half-angie of the 
indenter point is less than Ule overbreak angie of the rock, and the cutter does not skid. Howeve r, 

in the case of a roller cutter with hemispheric indenters, first contact between the indenter and the 
rock is made at a point A (Fig. 7), where A is off-center from the extreme tip of the indenter by an 

angie 6 that is given approximately by 

(12) 
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again assuming that Q is less than the length of the inden ter. In this case the effective poin t of 
thrust moves forward during the working stroke by a distance of approximately [Re D - (R c - Rs) 
sin 5 J. where Rc is the radius to the stud tip . Rs is the radius of the indenter stud, and 5 is given 
byeq 12. 

Wi th a studded disc of 12 in . diameter (Re = 6 in. measured to the stud tips), 0 would be 13° 

with chipping depth Q = 0.1 5 in. , or 20° with Q = 0.35 in . If the radius of the stud R, is 0.35 in., 
then [R eo -(R e - R,) sinO] is 0 .089 in. with 2 = 0 .15 in ., and 0.162 in. with Q = 0.35 in. The 
respective values of tlx for a simple disc, or for a disc Wit11 sharp-tipped indenters, are 0.011 in. 
and 0 .040 in . Thus, under these circumstances, the rolling acti on of the st ud re lat ive to the rock 
contributes mOre forwa rd component than does the cycloidal motion; i.e. it does more to move the 
effective pa th of indentat ion away from the normal di rection . 

Speed of Fixed Cutting Tools 

The velocity components relative to the rock for fixed cutting tools can be ob tained directly 
by differentiating eq 2 with respect to time : 

x - , Ii sin O = - 2rr,[sinO 

} ( 13) y = ,Ii cos 0 = 2rr,[ cos 0 

i = u. 

Alternatively , the absolute tool speed relative to the rock u, is given by the time derivative of 
eq 4 : 

11 = s = [(, 0)2 + If' j l> [(2rr,1)2 + If' J II 

( 14) 

Figure 8 shows the ratio u/ut as a fun ction of relat ive radius rlR fo r various values of the 
parameter UI2rrR[(R is the maximum head radius). In typical practical si tuat ions, U is often much 
smaller than 2rrR[, so that 11 '" 11, when ' IR > 0.05. 

In Figure 9 , rotational speedfis plotted against maximum head diameter (2R) for a range of 
auger drills designed for bo rin g in rock and soi l. The proportionality lines represen t values of the 
peripheral speed (lI ,)m.x for U = O. The values mostly fall wit hin the range 100 to 1000 ft/min , 
which is very similar to the tool speeds adopted on othe r types of drag-bi t cutting machines. 

The tangential speed of bits se t a t radii less than, = R is simply (' IR )(lI ,)max when U is small. 
Tlus can occasionally create prob lems when boring in materials that exhibit ductile behavi or at low 
cutting speeds. For exa mple, a drag-bit tunnel boring machine driving in fine-gra ined permafrost 
soil gave tool speeds of (lI,)max = 220 ft /mi n at the outer limits of :he twin boring heads, bu t tool 

speeds just outside the pilot dri ll s (a t ' IR = 0. 1) of only 22 ft /min ; this latter cutting speed was 
too low to induce britt le fracture. 
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The speed of the center of a rolle r cutter is given by eq 14, where r is the radius to the cutter 

center measured from the center of the main bo ring head. If the cu tter is rolling without skidding, 

a given point on the rim of a disc has tangential and normal velocity componen ts rela tive to the 
rock that are given by the time derivative of eq 6: 

x = Rc¢ (I - cos "') } (15) 
y = Rc ¢ sin", 
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where ¢, the angular velocity of the roller cutter relative to its own center, is related to the angular 

velocity of the main boring head (Il) by 

; 2,,[.!..E. [I + ("Ji- )211> . 
R , _", j 

(16) 

DUring the working stroke of a given point on the cutter rim , 4> is in the range 

(17) 

where Q is the chipping depth of the cutter. 

The velocity of penetration of the cutter into the work u is 

(18) 

At the point of entry, the initial ve locity ll O is 

(19) 

Under typical practical conditions, (UI2", ,))2 « I in the outer portions of the boring head 

(saY ' IR > 0.1), so that 

o r } (20) 

and under these circumstan ces 

U '" ' ,0 [2( 1 - cos 4» 1 I> } 

or 

U '" 2"[,, [2(1 - cos 4» 1 v, . 

(21) 

The approximate expression fo r initial veloci ty at the point of entry is 

U o '" "Il ,j2QIR, } or (22) 

Uo '" 2"[, , ,j22IR, . 
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At the outer pe rimeter of a rock-boring machine, where rc = R , the likely range of rc Ii (or u,) 
might be 200 to 400 ft /min in rock of moderate strength , and perhaps as low as 100 ft / min in very 

strong rock (see Fig. 10). At smaller cutter radii, the values of rc Ii are proportionately less. The 

probable range of values fo r R/Rc might be about 0 .0 15 to 0.1 5, giving a co rresponding range fo r 
V2RfRc of 0 .173 to 0 .548, Thus the typical range of indentation entry speeds is likely to be about 
20 to 200 ft /min at the outer perime ter of the boring head, and proportionately less at smaller 
radii. 

From the above estimates it ca n be seen that a roUer rock bit used in fine-gra ined pennafrost 
soils might indent too slowly to induce brittle fracture near the center of ti,e head (r/R ,,;; 0 .1 ), 
where initial indentation speeds could be as low as 2 ft /min. 

Speed and Geometry of "Wide" Roller Cutters 

Roller cutters for large boring machines very often have firtite thickn ess in the radial direction. 
The cutter may be a drum rat her than a diSC, or it may consist of several discs joined toge ther on 
the same core or shaft. Because the wh ole cutter unit revolves with a single rotational speed [ , the 
diameter has to vary systematically if skidding is to be avoided. On a na t·face boring head, the 
wide cutter has to take the form or a frustum of a cone. 

If a conical roller cutter ( Fig. II ) is se t with its axis radial to the main boring head (but not 
necessarily exactly normal to the penetra tion axis), the required cone diameters at the inner and 
outer ends, D j and Do, can be related to the radial distances of lhe cone ends on the main bo ring 

head (rj and To) by substitution into eq 16 : 
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head. 

Do = '0 [I + (~r ] 1> 
D. r· ( U )2 I I 1+--

21T'/ 

(23) 

In most practical cases, the square root term is very close to unity. so that 

or (24) 

where IV is tllC slant wid th of tl,e cutter measured radially on the main boring head (Fig. II and 

12) . The ha lf-angle of the cone -y is 

Equation 24 can be used to calculate the bes t position on th e head fo r a cu tter of given 
dimensions. For th15 purpose it is rewritten as 

IV 
(r;lopt = (D olD; I) 

where ('i)opt is the optimum radius on the main head . 

(25) 

(26) 
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From the above relat ions it can be seen tl1 at "scrubbing" of the cutters is unavoidable when 
non-skewed ro ller-cones of standard design are fitted to a fla t-face boring head at diffe rent radii . 
However. if the working face of the cone is angled relative to the main penetration axis by an angle 
Q' (Fig. J 2), then in principle it may be possible to avoid scrubbing while using cutters of standard 
design. Equation 24 can be rewritten as 

(27) 

and the condition fu r non-skid operation of a standard cutter is ob tained as 

sin" = ..1 (Do - I) r, IV D, . (28) 

In other words, sin Q' has to be proportional to the sett ing radius (measured normal to the penetra
tion axis). Substituting into eq 28 from eq 26, tlle non-skid condition can also be written as 

sin" = r/(r)opt 

from which it can be seen that , while a roUer cone opt imized for use at a large radius can be 
adjusted for use at a smaller radius, the converse is not true. 

(29) 

Example I . A 9-ft-diam tunneling machine of typical fu ll -face design is to be filled 
with roller cone cutters of a standard design. Diameters of the large and small ends are 
II in . and 9 in . respec tively, and the length of the cone is 10 in. Ca lculate the op timum 
setting position for non-skid operation of these cu tters, and consider the feasib ili ty of 
sh aping the face of the boring head so as to permit non-skid ope ration of the same 
cutters at other face positions. 

Slan t lengtll of the cone IV = 10.05 in., Do = II in. , D, = 9 in ., and therefore the 
optimum radius to the inside end of the cone (ri)opt is 

(r ) - 10.05 452 · 
, o pt - (I 1/9 I) = . 111. 

Tlus is the optimum vaJue when 0: = 900
• Le. for "flat-face" operation. Adding the 

slant length IV, the outer end of the cone in this optimum se tting would extend to a 
radius o f 55.25 in. , which is almost exactly the radius of the tunnel. Thus the cutters 
are ideally suited as gauge cutte rs with 0: = 900

. 

For radii less than the gauge radius, the standard roller cone can be made to run 
without skidding by inclining its axis so that the small end leads the large end . At 
any radius r i , the angle Q that is required to prevent skidding is 

" = sin-I [r;l(r,)op,] = sin-I (r;l45 .2) 

where 'j is in inches. The required value of a would be 45
0 

at ' j = 32 in ., and 30
0 

at r, = 22.6 in. It therefore seems li ke ly that a different cone design would be re
qui red for the central part of the boring head, since the face of the machine would 
have to be shaped into a rather extreme point or prow in order to utilize the standard 
cutters at small radii. 
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Skidding Rollers 

RoUer cutters sometimes skid, perhaps because a bearing is seizing up or. more likely. because a 
wide roller has been mispositioned, either deliberately or inadvertently. Skidding gives the indenter 
point a tangential motion relative to the rock surface, and thus it can have some of the action of a 
drag bit. In some circumstances this could improve cutting effectiveness, although it also produces 
more rapid wear of the tool. 

The motion of the indenter point relative to the rock is determined by the rotary motion of the 
cutter and the motion of the center of the cutter as described earlier. Developing the helical cut ting 

path in the rock into a plane, and taking x andy axes tangential and normal to the work surface as 
before, the trajectory of a rim point is described by 

x = reB [I + (re~rr -Re sin t/> } 

y = RoCi - cost/». 

The cumulative slip between the disc and the work;!; is 

The velocity components of an indenting point relative to the rock are 

and for practical purposes a "skidding velocity" Us can be defined as x at the bottom of the 
inden tation stroke , i.e. at <f> = 211" : 

Under the common practical condi tions where (U/re8)2 « I , eq 33 can be simplified to 

(30) 

(3 1) 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

Skidding changes the indentation trajectory. During the indenting stroke of a point on the rim 
of a plain disc, the point moves forward a distance C.X relative to the rock: 

(35) 
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where 2 is the chipping depth and t!. 0 is the angle turned by the main boring head willie the disc 
is rotating through an angle of COS-I (I - 2/R,) , i.e . while the point is indenting through a normal 
distance of y = 2. Writing the relative rates of rotation for the main head and the disc as dO/d</> , 

(36) 

The difference in forward thrust between the skidding and non-skidding situations is 

This is also the to tal slip between disc and rock for the duration of the working stroke, as can be 

seen by rewriting eq 31 in appropriate form. 

When a machine is functioning properly, the most likely cause of skidding in roller cutters is use 

of a "wide" roller that has insufficient taper for its pOSition on the boring head. A special case is 
the crossroller bit used for rotary drilling. With an insufficiently tapered roller, the balance of 
tangential cutting forces will tend to make the outer end skid in a positive sense (Le . not rotate fast 
enough to keep up with the travel of the axis, as when a car brakes hard), and the inner end skid in 

a negative sense (i.e. roll too fast for the travel of the axis , as when a car accelerates violently). The 
outer end will then be tending to behave with a slight drag bit action or with Ihe action of a very 
slowly upmilling disc . The inner end will tend to thrust out to its rear, with the action of a very 
slow c1imb·milling disc. At some section of the roller, there will be non·skidding rotation. 

If the roller radius at the non-skidding section is R" and the radius of action on the main boring 
head is r;" then from eq 10 

0 = R, ~ 
r, [I + (U/r, O)2 ] \I 

(38) 

and 

dO = R,If; 
d</> [ I + (U/r, 0)2] \I 

(39) 

At any section other than the neutral section, the forward thrust t!. x , given by eq 35 and 39 is 

cos- 1 (1 -r (40) 

(4 1) 

The approximate form, eq 41 , is adequate where.er (U/r,O)' « I , or where r,j r, '" I (this rules 
out positions near the center of the boring head , where rc -> 0). The corresponding difference in 

forward thrust between a free rolling situation and the forced skidding situation is 
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(Ax),kld - (Ax),"11 = coS- I (42) 

~ Rc cos- 1 (43) 

Equations 42 and 43 also give the total slip between disc and rock for the duralion of the working 
stroke. 

The skidding veloci ty u, is given by eq 16 and eq 33 : 

(44) 

Us = r/J /[I + (45) 

When (U/r/ J)2 and (U/rc O)' are bOtll much less than unity , as is common ly the case , 

(46) 

In the case of a nont apered crossroller, such as is used in certain types of rotary rock bits, 
RJ Rc = I . 

An appreciation of the magnitudes involved in these quantities is best gained from numerical 
examples. 

Example 2. Reconsider Example I , laki ng the head speed of the tunneling machine 
as 12 rev/ min . Assume that driving rates will be of the order of 7 ft /hr and that chipping 
depths for the cutters will be approximately 0 .1 in . Calculate the effects of skidding 
when the standard roller cutter of Example I is used in a " nat-face" con fi guration at 
inside radii of2.5 ft and 0.75 ft. 

With a head speed of 12 rev/min , Ii = 75.4 rad /min. At the smallest radius to be 
considered (r, = 0.75 ft) , r, O = 56.5 ft /min. ~he axial penetration rate U is of the 
order of 7 ft /hr , or 0 . 11 7 ft / min . Thus (U/r, 0)2 will never be more than about 4 X 
10-6 , and approximate versions of the re levant equations are completely adequate. 

The amount of slippage between the rim of the cutter and the rock is given by eq 43 . 
Considering the inner end of the roller when it is set at r, = 2.5 ft, the chipping depth Q 
is taken as 0.1 in. and R, is 4 .5 in . Thus R, COS-I ( I - Q/R,) = 0.95 in . In order to 
estimate the position and working radius of the neutral section, it is probably permissi
ble to assume here that the neutral section is midway along the roller, guessing that the 
integrated resistances to positive and negative skidding will roughly balance ou t across 
the r~lIer fo r the small chipping depth involved. With this assumption, r;, '" (r, + 5) in. , 
and R, '" 5.0 in. This gives a slippage of approximately 0.04 5 in. , which can be looked 
upon as a wear distance per revolution for each point on the rim, or altern atively as the 
tangential displacement involved in a drag bit effect. The skidding velocity "" given by 
eq 46, is approximately 9 ft /min . 

Similarly, when the inner end of the roller is air, = 0 .75 ft, the slippage a t the inner 
end is 0.27 in. , and the skidding velocit y is approximately 16 ft/min. 
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Figure J 3. Pro/ale cycloid. 

"Spiked" Rollers 

Some types of roller cutters have long projeclions Ihal inden l deeply inlo soft rock and allow the 

disc 10 effectively roll on a rim that is al a smaller radius than the radius 10 the tips of the indenters. 

If the disc rolls wi lhout skidding, Ihe tip of Ihe indenler fo llows a palh thai loops back upon itself, 

giving a scooping action . 

For a non-skidding "spiked" roller of Ihe type jusl described, Ihe idealized trajectory of Ihe 

indenler tip (relative 10 Ihe developed CUlling Irack in Ihe rock) is a prolale cycloid (Fig. 13). The 

equation for this kind of trajeclory is 

} x = 'wq, - 's si".<!J 
(47) 

y = 'w - 's cosrp 

where 'w is the radius to the ro ll ing rim, ' s is the radius to the indenter tip , and the rolling is 

assumed to take place on the unc ut su rface aty = O. As the inden ter tip passes through the uncut 

surfacey = 0, where,w = '$ cos<P. the slope of its trajectory dy/dx is 

J1J!.. = 's 
dx 'w - ' 5 COs¢ 

= ~ (48) 

i.e. the inden ter tip enters and leaves the level of the uncul surface al righl angles. During the lime 

the indenler tip is in the work, il moves backward relalive 10 Ihe direclion of travel of the roller by 

a distance Ilx Ihal is 

(49) 

This Iype of Irajeclory is somewhal idealized , bUI il is probably fairly realistic for an aggressive 
indenter thrusting into soft mate rial. The equations afford a means of estimating the magnitude of 

Ihe scooping aC lion, am of assessing the effecls of changes in culler design and operating procedure. 
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Figure 14. II/side epicycloid, or hypocycloid. 

Epicyclic or Planetary Mechanisms 

There are a number of boring machines which carry one or more subsidiary rotors that have the 
axis of rotation more or less parallel to the axis of the main boring head and the axis of overall 

penetration. A simple example is a roUer reamer I which rolls disc or drum cutters approximately 
normal to the hole wall, imparting a hypocycloid (inside epicycloid) motion to a point on the rim 
of a disc. A more complex example is the tunnel boring machine conceived by Woh1meyer and 
subsequently develo ped by Krupp, Habegger and Atlas-Co peo; thjs has multiple independently 

powered rotary cutting heads which are fitted to a main boring head that itself rotates . Planetary 

motion can also be produced by beam-type machines such as the Greenside-McAlpine heading 

machines. 

When a reaming raUee is ope ratin g, its center follows a helical path and it cuts a helical path in 
the rock. These paths are described by eq 2 when appropriate radii are inse rted. Under typical 
rock-cutting conditions, the axial penetration rate U is small compared with tangential speed 2 "RI, 
and each revolut ion of the helical cutting path closely approximates a circle . When this situation 

prevails, a point on the rim of a non·skidding roUer follows a trajectory that is an inside epicycloid, 
or hypocycloid (Fig. 14), described by the equations 

x = (R - Re)cosO + Recos \(R ~ Re)O \ 

:;;: 'c cosO + Rc cos (~: (j ), 

y (R - Re)sin O - Re sin \V ; Re ) 0 \ 
e 

(50) 
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where the x and y axes are taken as shown in Figure 14, R is the gauge radius of the cutting track 
(measured from the axis of the hole or tunnel), Rc is the radius of the subsidiary roller cutter of 
the reaming machine , and,c is the radius from the center of the main boring head to the center of 
the subsidiary cutter. 

With an independently driven planetary cutting head, cutter mo tion is more complicated. In 

this case , the subsidiary cutting heads approximate to axial- ro tation drums fitted with peripheral 

drag bits (they can also have bits on the fron t face). As a sub-drum ro tates at relatively high speed, 

it is carried slowly around a circular (or helical) path by the main drum or by a rotat ing arm , so that 
it mills a circular swa Ul.' This type of motion isshown schematical ly in Figure 15. If the axis of 

the sub-drum is parallel to the mIDn bo ring axis, then the trajectory of a cutting tool on the sub

drum is given by 

x = ' ccosO + Rc cos </J 

} y = 'c sinO + Rcsin </J (51) 

z = U8 
21Tf 

where,c is the radius frol11 the center of the bore to the center of th e sub-drum , Rc is the radius 
of the sub-drum itself, 8 is the angular displacement of the sub-drum center from the x-di rect ion, 
and </J is the angular displacement of the sub-drum cutter from the x-di rection. 0 and </J are 

measured for the same time interval , and are measured in the same sense. If the main drum and the 
sub-drum are contrarotating, as in Figure 15b, ¢J takes a negative sign, so that , in eq 51, cos¢J re
mains positive while sin tP becomes negative. 

TIle velocity components for a tool on the sub-drum are 

x = - rcO sinO - Rc¢ sin </J 

= -8 (rc sin O + NRc sin NO) 

y = 'cO cosO + Rc¢ cos</J (52) 

= 0(' ccos8 + NRc cos NO) 

z = U 

where the constant angular velocities (j and <i> are linearly related by <i> = NO, and the main drum 
and the sub-drum are rotating in the SHme sense. For contrarotat ing drums, where <i> = - NO, 

x = - 'c sin 0 - R c~ sin ¢J 

= - 0 (rc sinO + NRc sin NO) 

y = rc li cosO - Rc¢ cos</J (53) 

= Ii (rc cosO + NRc cosNO) 

z = U 

(note that in numerical calculation for this case, the two terms of y arc of differe nt sign) . 

• Straight·line slot millin g is treated se parately (see Me llor 1975 ). 
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Figure 15. Epicyclic motion of i"dependently driven plalletary cutting 
heads. 
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The absolute tool velocity u is [x2 + y2 + i 2] \;. Differen tiating u with respect to 0 and 
equating to zero gives the positions at which tool velocity u is a maximum or minimum ; these 

positions are ¢ = 0, 0 + n, 0 + 27f, etc. Tool velocities at these positions (u t
) are 

(54) 

For the case where the main drum and the sub-drum rotate in the same sense , maximum tool 
velocity is reached at the gauge radius r = (rc + R c)' while minimum velocity is reached at radius 
r = (re - Rc)' For con trarotation of main drum and sub-drum, the converse is truc. 

At any radius r from the cen ter of the bore, the cutting track in the rock is helical, with a helix 

angle of " = tan-I (UjriJ). If the sub-drum is armed only with peripheral cutting tools, then 

obviously it must have its axis inclined to the direction of the main boring axis if it is to operate 
properly. Failure to provide appropriate inclination would result in the trailing part of the drum 
face scraping against uncut rock. To provide the necessary clearance, or relief angle , the axis of 
the sub-drum has to be inclined in the tangential O-z plane such that the leading edge of the sub
drum is farther advanced in the x direction than is the trailing edge. Lnclination of the sub-drum 
axis in the radial , -z plane makes no contribution to the relief angle under discussion , although a 
designer may have other reasons for providing some inclination in thjs place. The critical main 
drum radius for determination of sub-drum relief angle isr = (r c - R c)' since the helix angle" for 
pOints under the sub-drum reaches its maximum value there. Thus the minimum requirement for 
inclination of the sub-drum in the O-z plane (x) is 

(55) 

Chipping Depth and Penetration Rate 

On simple axial rotation machines, such as bladed rotary drills or drag-bi t full-face tunnel borers, 
all paints on the cutt ing head advance axially at tile same penetration rate U (length per unit time), 
and revolve about the center at the same angular velocity w (radians per unit time) or at the same 
rotational frequency [(revolutions per unit time). Thus the axia l penetration of a single independ
ent cutter into uncut materiaJ 28 is the same for all positions on the boring head : 

Uj 

Figure J 6. Helical chippillg track. 

R =.1L , [II (56) 

where n is the number of tracking cutters on the boring head 
(Le. the number of cutt er repetitions at any given radius r fo r 
a 3600 sweep), and n is the same for all radii. 

If all the clltters lie on a single plane that is normal to the 
pene tration axis , then the advancing surface is a helical ramp 

defined by eq 2 for all values of r , from r = R j to r = R o' Under 
these circumstances, the chipping depth measured normal to the 
advancing surface £ is 
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2 = ~a cosa 

= fY. cos [ tan-
1 (2~f) I 

[I + ( 2~f rJ -II 
[I + C~ n-II 

(57) 

Whereas 28 is the same for aU positions on the boring head , 2 va ries with r , going to zero at r = O. 

When individual cutters are stepped relat ive to each other in the axial direction, but still have 
their planing edges normal to the penetration axis , the advancing surface is a radially stepped se t of 
concentric helices. However, the chipping depth Q remains as given by eq 57. 

If the cutting head is such that it traces out a conical surface when U = 0 (as in a metal-cutting 
twist drill), then the chipping deptJl normal to the advancing surface fo r appropriately set cutters 
(n is 

2'=2sin I/J 

+ (2rr~ Y I-II sin I/J (58) 

where I/J is the half-angie of the conical tip of the boring head. In this case 2' tends to zero for all 
values of , when I/J tends to zero. 

For other shapes of boring head (say hemispherical or ot11crwise domed), penetration normal to 
the advancing surface can be expressed by taking something equivalent to a local value of I/J when 
cutters are set normal to the head profile. If the acute angle between the cutter axis and the 
penetration axis is X (measuring in a radial plane through the cu tter), then 

, _ U [ ( U ) 21-11 
2 - fn I + 2rrrf cos X . (59) 

An in teresting feature of eq S9 is that it offers the possibility of having the chipping depth Q' more 
nearly uniform over the advancing surface . The condition for complete un iformity of.Q:' with 
respect tor would be inverse proportionality between cos X and cos Q; this is unattainable, but 
apprOximate proportionali ty between cosx and [I + (U/ lI t )2 ] v, could be arranged over the main 

part of the cutting head. 

If a machine is to ope rate effectively, then there obviously mus t be some practical limits to 2. 

For example, the chipping depth of a drag bit should be significantly greater than the tool tip 
radius if the tool is no t to just grind ineffectually against the rock, but it should not be so great 

that the tool plunges too deeply or produces chips that are too big for easy clearance in the annulus 

between the drill stem and the hole wall. Sintilariy , the chipping depth of a studded ro ller bit can· 
not usefully exceed the projecting length of the studs, and the chipping depth of a diamond bit 

cannot exceed the exposure of the stones. These considerations immediately narrow down the 
range of possibilities for rotational speed, as can be seen from a simple example. 
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Example 3. A 3.5-in .-diam ice auger is required to penetrate at a maximum rate of 
15 ft/min . The bit has two synunetrical wings ground to give continuous cutting edges, 
and each cutting edge is inclined at an angle of 75° to the penetration axis (measuring 
in a radial plane). The cutting edges terminate at a radius of 0.3 in. from the center. 
The bit feeds cUllings to a flight that has a stem diameter of 0.9 in. What range of 
rotational speeds would be reasonable to consider) taking into account the possibility 
of the actual penetration fa te dropping to one-third of the design value under adverse 
conditions? 

From eq 58, the rotational speed I is 

in which maximum penetra tion rate U is 180 in ./min , the number of tracking cutters 
n is 2, the angle oJ; is 75°, and the chipping depth Q' has to be est imated. If the bit is 
to cut chips of ice rather than to shave , abrade or polish , then £' should probably be 
not less than about I mm, or about 0.04 in. Since the width of the auger fligllt is 1.3 
in . and chips of brittle ice could be as much as 3 2' in length , £' should certainly not 
be more than about 0 .3 in. fo r easy transport, but power and torque considerations 
suggest a more conservative limit of 0.2 in . With 0 .04 < 2' < 0.2 in ., the speed range 
indicated for penetration at the full design rate of 15 ft /min is 430 <1< 2170 revl 
min (the effect of tl,e te rm containing ' is negl igible for practical purposes in this 
example). 

When penetration rate drops to one-third of the maximum rate , i.e. to U = 60 
in ./min , the indicated speed range is 140 <1< 720 rev/min . 

Combining the two se ts of limits for J~ atten tion would be di rected to drive units 
giving speeds in the range 430 to 720 rev/ min. 

3 1 

On machines fitted witll rolling cutters (e.g. rotary drills with roller rock bits, or tunnel borers 
with disc cutters or studded rollers) the chipping depth relationships are vi rtually identical to the 
equations developed fo r drag bits. In the case of studded rollers, chipping depth can se t very firm 
limits on the operating performance of a machine, as is illustrated in the following example. 

Example 4. A hard-rock tunneling machine encounters a region of relatively weak 
rock, and tlle driving rate increases abruptly from the 9 ft lhr rate that prevailed pre· 
viously in stronger rock. Using full thrust in an effort to gain maximum prodUcti on, 
an advance speed of 20 ft /hr is achieved. However, the studded disc cutters begin to 
show unusually rapid wear ; the tungsten carbide studs themselves are holding up well , 
but the steel rims into which they are sct are being ground away. The machine has a 
typical full-fa ce bo ring head that rotates at 9 rev/min , and the roller cutters are se t on 
the flat face plate in the usual way, with their bearing axes radial to the main drum. 
TIle diameter of the boring head is 12.5 ft, and the innermost face cutter tracks at a 
radius of 1.2 ft (a separate center cutter is installed). For each circular cutting track 
there is only one disc on the boring head. The tungsten carbide studs project 0.375 
in. from the rim of the disc. The problem is to determine the reason for the rapid 
wear of the cutters. 

Applying eq 7, tl,e chipping depth of the cutters Q is 

u [ ( U) 2]-'" Q = In I + 2",1 . 

As far as the main face cutters of th.is machine are concerned, 
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(2~!r « I 

so that fo r practical purposes aU face cutters can be taken as chipping to a uniform 
depth of 

£ = U/!II 

where U = 20 ft/h r (4 in ./min),f = 9 rev/min , and II = I. Thus the cu tters are penetra
ting the rock to a depth of 0.444 in . The carbide studs project only 0.375 in. from 
the rim of the disc , and the refore the rim will be thrust against uncut rock unless the 
overbreak angle of the chipping craters is large enough to provide clearance. The maxi
mum driving speed that can be reached without the chipping depth exceeding the stud 
height is U= 0.375 x 9 x I in ./min = 16.9 ft/hr. 

In the real situation from which this example was taken, tile tunnel face bore clear 
imprints of the studs, indicating only small overbreak angles in the soft rock. Thus 
there was no reasonable doubt that the cutters were being overdriven. 

Chip Production and Cutting Removal Rate 

With penetration rate U in a hole of radius R. the volumetric cutt ing ra le V is 

v = 1fR2 U. (60) 

TIlls represents "in place" volume, but the loose mass of chips produced by the cutt ing process 
occupies a larger volume. Introducing a bulking factor Kb (where Kb > I) to represen t the de
crease in bulk density and increase in porosity, the volumetric production rate for loose cu ttings 

Vc is 

(6 1) 

In another secti on of this work ( Mellor 1975) a value of K b = 1.85 was suggested fo r processes 

involving chipping o f brittle materials. With this va lue, Vc = 5.8R2 U. A value of approximately 

1.85 is probably appropriate for dry cuttings held in loose contact under gravi ty body fo rces (as 
in auger drills or tunnel bo ring machines), but higher values migh t be needed where ine rtial forces 

or suspensions are involved (as in high-speed rotary snow plows or fl uid circulation drilling systems). 

For continuous operati on, Vc is the ra te at which cuttings have to be re moved frolll the bar ing 
head by the clearing system (auge r flights, screw conveyor , belt conveyor, fl uid circulation, 

ejection chute, etc.) . 

If A (= .R2) is the cross-sectional area of the borehole and a is the effective cross section 

available for cutting removal, the axial clearing speed li s must be 

A u. > Kb - U. a 
(62) 

While eq 60-62 may appear obvious, or even trivial, they are important in establishing 
compatibility between the penetrating system and the clearing system. It is by no means uncommon 

for axial rotation bo ring machines to stall or jam when they are overdriven to the point of over

whelming the clearing sys tem . 
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Balancing Cutting and Clearing Rates in Flight Augers 

An auger fl ight lifts cuttings by sliding them up an inclined plane . Motion up the inclined plane 
is resisted by fric tion and gravity fo rces, and if these resisting forces are to be overcome, then the 
cuttings have to be subjected to some reaction greater than the resistance to motion up the ramp . 
In an auger, the conveying resistance is determined largely by the frictional properties of the flight 

and stem, and by the steepness o f the helix. The reaction forces that prevent cuttings from simply 
swirling around are provided by end conditions at the cutting head and by friction against the hole 
wall. They can also be supplemented by iner tia when the auger accelerates. In the initial stage of 
conveyance, when cuttings are loading into the flight from the cutting head, the flight can be 
imagined as "shoveling" chips fro m a pile a t the base of the hole. At a later stage of transport , how· 
ever, cuttings may have to react aga inst the hole wall if they are to progress up the flight. An ideal 
situation would provide hole wall friction that was high in the tangent ial direction and low in the 
axial direction.· The situa tion is quite simil ar fo r a screw conveyor, except for the fact that 
gravitational forces act at di ffere nt angles to the screw axis. 

On a continuous-ope ration machine , the clea ring capabil ity of the conveyor should obviously 
exceed the production capability of the cutt ing head. This has been stated in eq 62 , which can be 
rewritten for augers as 

u.(R~ - R;) > Kb( 1 - I./P)UR~ for a plain auger (63) 

or 

u.(R~ - R;) > Kb (I - I./P)U(R~ - R~) fo r a coring auger (64) 

where R h • Rs. Rc are the radii of the hole, the auger stem and the co re, respectively (Fig. 17), la 

is the flight thickness measured in the axial di rection, and P is the pitch distance (axial distance 
between successive wraps of tile flight). 

Figure 1 7. F1ighl auger or screw COf/veyor. 

If there is perfect peripheral restrai nt o f the 
cuttings (i .e. cuttings do no t whirl around the hole), 
then the axial velocity lI a is 

(65) 

where Q R is the ou tside helix angle of the t1ight. 
There will usually be some peripheral slip between 
the cu ttings and the hole wall , and to allow for thjs, 
eq 65 can be written as 

u. = F,fP (66) 

where Fs is a dimensionless slip fac tor ranging from 
ze ro to unity. 

Substituting from eq 66 into eq 63 and 64, the 
conditions for effective clearing are 

• This may be practically fe asible when drilling inside a casing, as the inside of the caSing can have longitudinal 
ribs or flutings. J. Rand of CR REL has applied this conce pt successfull y with bristle-edged au ger nights running 
inside a casing that has a vertical rib. 
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> Kb 
F , 

(1 - talP) 

I - (R J R h ) 2 

1 - (R clRIY 

I - (R .IR h)2 

With typical equipment, (taIP)« I , (R ,IR h)2 « I , and (R c1Rh )2 « I , so that for mos t 

practical purposes the condit ion for effective clearing can be wri tten as 

H. > Kb 
U F, 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 

The slip factor Fs is not likely to be kn own , but since it cann ot be greater than unity I it is 
absolu tely essential that f PIU should be grea te r th an K b' The practical re levance of these conditions 
can be seen from a simple numerical example. 

example 5. The ice auger conside red in Example 3 has a pitch distance of 3 in. and 
its night thickness (measured axially) is 0 .125 in . Check fo r adequacy of cutting clear
ance at the maximum penetration rate with drive speeds at the extremes of th e 
proposed range: 

f = 430 - 720 rev/min 

U = 15 ft /min = 180 in ./min 

P = 3 in . 

t a = 0.125 in . 

Rh 1.75 in. 

R, = 0.45 in . 

Taking a value of Kb = 1.85 and subst ituting into eq 67, the unkn own slip fac tor F, 
must be 

F, > 0.265 for f = 430 rev /min 

F, > 0.158 for f = 720 rev/min. 

Thus the higher drive speeds provide a greate r margin of safety for clearing cuttings. 

Tool Relief Angles - Kinematic Considerations 

When a cutting tool penetrates the work along an inclined path , its shoulder , or flank , has to be 
relieved , or inclined , to prevent scraping of th at part of the tool which trails the cutting edge. The 

usual way of specifying this relief allgle (Fig. 18 and 19) is with refe rence to direc tions on the 

boring machine. The apparent relief angle P2 is the angle be tween the shoulder of the tool and a 

pl ane th at is nannal to the main boring axis, measuring in a direction tha t is tangential to the 
circle of rotation. The minimum required relief angle , or "kinematic" relief an gle, t3~ is se t by the 
helix angle of the tool's penetration path ex, i.e. 

P~ ;. tan-I (UI ,(J) } (70) or 

P~ ;. tan-I (Ul 21rrn . 
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Since U and fhave uniform values for all points on a simple boring head, the kinematic relief angle 
13~ has to increase as the radius to the 1001 position decreases, and theore tically it has to be 90° at 
the exact center of the boring head . If rotary speed fis fixed and penetrat ion rate U va ries, p~ has 
to increase at all points as Uincreases. If penetration rate V is fixed and rotary speed/varies, then 
j3~ has to increase at all points as f decreases. 

There are also dynamic considerations in the design of the complete relief angle P2> since the 
tool has to be able to penetrate the work with a minimum of normal force. In practical terms, this 
usually means that 5° or more is added to the kinematic relief angle p~ in order to ob tain the final 

value ofP~ . 

Ln some types of tools, the dyna mic and kinematic requirements can be se parated by the tool 
geometry. A high primary relief angle can be provided lO minimize thrust requiremen ts, while a 
smaller effective rel ief, or clearance, angle can be set so as to limit chipping depth (see Fig. 19c). 
This may be done to avoid excessive force, torque , or power demand , or else to control the quality 
of cut . e .g. in coring work. 

When tool relief angle is known , eq 70 can be lI sed to caJcul ate a practical limit of penetration 
rate for any given rotary speed, since th rust demands wiIJ ri se sharply to high vaJues when the helix 
angle reaches the sanle value as the relief angle or clearance angle. This can be illustrated by a 
numericaJ example . 

Example 6. An ice coring drill has a cutting head that consists of a thick annulus 
pierced by two planing blades at opposi te ends of a diameter (see diagram). Internal 

and extern al diameters of the cutting head are 3.0 in. 
and 4 .3 in. respec tively. Although the prima ry relief 
angle of each planing blade is a constant 20°, the effec
live clearance angle is determined by the projection of 
the blade from the face of the mounting ring (see Fig. 
19c). This projection distance is 0.16 in ., and the cir· 
cula r distance fro m the cutting edge of the tool to the 
opening in the mounting ring for the second cutter is 

45% of the circumference. What is the kinematic limit of penetration rate at 300 
rev/min , assuming that the auger flight s can clear cuttings adequately? 

With this tool geometry , the effective clearance angle ( 2 ),ff sets the kinematic 
limit of penetration rate. For the limit condition: 

or, 

in) - t - I ( 0. 16 ) 
VJ2 erf - an 0.45 x 211'r = tal1 - 1 (Umax ) 

211rf 

= 0.1 6 x 300 = 
0.45 

107 il1./min 

8.89 ft /min. 

Critical conditions are reached simulta neously at al l radii in this case. 

When a machine is boring at something less than the limiting penetration rate Uma x • the actual 
relief angle of the tool relative to the work is the difference be tween the apparent relief angle P2 

(as defined in Fig. 19a, b and c) and the helix angle of the tool's penetration path Ct (as given by 
eq 5) : 

( 2 )aclua l = P2 - Ct . (7 1) 

This is illustrated in Figure I 9d. 
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Tool Rake Angles 

As is the case for relief angle , the conventi onal way of specifying rake angle on an axial rotation 

machine is with reference to the machine it se lf. By th is convention , the apparent rake angle Jj 1is 
the angle between Ute leading face of the tool and the main boring direction, measuring at the 

cutting tip in a plane that is tangential to the too l's circle of rota tion (Fig. 19). 

The principal significance of rake angle is its influence on cutting forces, which generally de
crease with increasin g posi tive rake. In this connection, it is the aClUal rake angle, i.e. the rake 
angle re lative to Ute work, that matters. The actual rake angle (Fig. 19d) is the apparent rake angle 

~I plus the helix angle of the tool's penet ration path a: 

(72) 

Since Q approaches 90° as radius tends to zero, it is possible for lools with large apparent negative 
rake to have actual rake angles that aTC positive. 

Rake angle is often implicitly rela ted 10 relief angle by virtue of the fact that Ute included angle 
133 has to stay within certain limits. This interrelationship can be seen in the following example. 

Example 7. A small auger drill of 1.5 in . diameter is required for shallow-depth 
boring in fin e-grained frozen soils and in ice. The drill is to be capable of pene tration 
rates up to 12 ft /min wiUt a 400 rev/min power dri ve , and up to 3 ft / min WiUl 100 
rev/min hand drive. Design the rake and relief angles so as to permit fabrication ofa 
prototype bit, paying special attention to the cen ter of the bit. A sy mmetrical 2-wing 
bit design is favored for smooth running. Cutter tips are lO be of tungsten ca rbide, and 
60° is judged to be the minimum included angle for the required durability. 

The helix angle al maximum design penet ration rate (Qm) is given by eq 5: 

tan-I ( 12 x 12 ) = tan-I ( 3 x 12 ) 
21rr x 400 21fr x 100 

where radius r is in inches. Values of Q m are given in the graph (p. 38). 

The required minimum values of appa rent relief angle (3~ are equal to the values of 
maximum helix angle Q m eq 70. Howeve r, from knowledge of the dynamics of drag 
bits, it is decided that actua l relief angJe should never be less than S°, i.e. from eq 7 1: 

S° = n - a 
"'2 m 

or 

~2 = am + S°. 

Values of ~2 ' which give ac tual se tt ing angles to be used by the maker of the drill, 
are shown in tlle graph . 

Apparent rake angle ~ I is de te rmined by the apparent rel ief angle ~2 and the in
cluded angle ~3: 
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II I = 90° - (J32 + Ill) 

= 90° - [ tan- I ( 0.0;73 ) + S° j- 60° 

= 25° - tan-I (0.0;73). 

Values of II I are given in the graph. 

The actual rake angle is the apparent rake II I plus the helix angle a (eq 72). At the 
maximum penetration rate 

90° - ("m + S° + Ill) + "m 

= + 25° . 

The graph also gives values of actual rake angle at half of the maximum penetration 
rate. 

Very close to the center of the bit the re are problems. Apparent relief angle has to 
be large, actual rake angle becomes negative at penetrati on rates below the design maxi
mum , and tool speed drops to smal l values. An arbitrary value of rlR = 0.1 has pre
viously been mentioned as a limit for difficult center conditions, and this can be taken 
as an inner tennination radius for the wings of the bit. If the center section of the 
bit is le ft witllOut cutters out to a rad ius of 0.075 in ., the bit will tend to form a core 
of 0.1 5 in . diameter. If the center section is relieved so that a core can develop up to 
a length of 0.3 in . (length/diameter ratio of 2), then the core will easily break off and 
form fragments that can clear easily. The proposed inner cutoff is shown in the graph . 

To build the bit , carbides are formed or ground to give a 60° cutting edge (J3l)' and 
they are se t on the wings (perhaps in milled pockets) at the angles II I and 112 appropriate 
to t heir radii. 
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Distribution and Spacing of Cutting Tools 

In general, only a very smaJi proportion of the area of tJle advancing surface is in contact with 
cutting tools at any given instant. Tllis is obviously a necessary condition if the cutting tools are 

to achleve adequate penetration under limited axial thrust ; with too many cutters on the boring 
head, the pressure exerted by each cutt ing lip would drop below the pressure needed for indenta
tion. Even if adequate normal penetration could be achieved for a large number of tools, the 
torque requirements for the boring head could become prohibitive. Thus there is a problem of 

spacing the tools and cutting edges to achieve efficient cutting and to avoid imbalance of forces 

and moments. This tends to become increasingly important as the size of the machine increases. 

Radial tool spacing 

I r the cutting element of an axial-rotation boring head consists of onc or morc continuous 
radial blades, then there is complete cu tting over the whole area of the advancing face . Tllis is 
referred to as "100% coverage." However , in rock-boring machines and similar devices, it is 
common to have discrete tools se t at various radii in such a way that they sweep out a concentric 
set of cutting tracks (kerfs) that are separated by ribs of uncut material. The idea is that the uncut 

ribs will be removed indirectly, either by lateral overbrea k (Q the sides of the cutters, or by eventual 
formation of an unstable rib after several cutler passes. 

The determination of optimum spacing between kerfs is largely related to considera tions of tool 
forces , total machine forces, and specific energy consumption, and it wiJI be treated in detail in the 
sections of the work that deal with dynamics and energetics. Howeve r, since the geometric aspects 
are relevant to the kinematics of the machine , some discussion is included here. The question of 
lateral spacing for drag bits has already been broached in an earlie r report (Mellor 1975), but a 

restatement is in order because of the difference in operating characteristics for transverse rotation 
and axial rotation machines. 

Figure 20 represents a cross section of two radially adjacent cUlling tracks that are being swept 
out by simple chisel-edge drag bits. TIle two bits are not necessarily set on the same radial of the 
boring head. but there is no other cutter that operates within the radial interval s between their 
tracks. If the uoverbreak angle" <P is a characteristic of the rock and the cu tting process, as is often 
assumed ,· the space between the cutters (s - w) is a function of the chipping depth .Q and the over
break angie 4>: 

S - IV = X + 22 tan 4> . (73) 

The two adjacent cu tting tracks wiJl definitely begin to interact when x falls to zero, i.e. when 

S IV 

2 
.;; 2 tan 4> . (74) 

In principle , interaction might occur with positive values of x because of stress field perturbation, 
but upon investigation this seems unlikely under real conditions. For typical rocks that "cut" by 

brittle fracture, the overbreak angle seems to be in the range 50° to 70°, so that 2 tan 4> would be 

in the approximate range 2.5 to 5.5. Presumably the more ductile materials would extend this 

range to lower values, while higilly friable materials could extend the range to lligiler values. These 

• This seems a questionable ass umption; it is possible that the effect ive value of tP will decrease with increase of 
R when a sufficiently wide range of Q is co nsidered. 
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values of 2 tan 4> represent the critical lateral spacing, beyond which each cutter operates 
independently of its neighbors. 

If the spacing drops below the limit given by eq 74, the oCilla' chipping depth is less than the 

theoretical chipping depth 2 that is given by eq 56 and 57 , since each tool is sweeping along within 

the overbreak zone of its neighbors. 

For optimum working conditions, where speciJic energy consumption is minimized , it is 
probably desirable to have the two side breaks overlapping, but not to the ex tent that the cutters 

)--- - - s - - - "1 

Lateral Tool Spoc in c;J 

FigZire 20. Radial spacing of fixed cUllers. 

themselves are overlapping. rrom simple geometrical considerations, one possible lower limit for 
advantageous interaction might be 

S - W ~ tan4>. -2- (75) 

Under the idealized condit ions represented in Figure 20, the width of the cutter w is largely 

irrelevant in determining the required space between cu llers for obvious reasons. Nevertheless. some 
practical recommendations fo r optimum spacing have been expressed in terllls of s/ w, without 
explicit reference to £. This is perhaps understandable in the case of transverse rotation machines, 
where £ usually varies continuously between zero and some maximum during the working sweep of 
the tool, but it could lead to a certain amount of confusion. 

Roxborough (J 973) and Roxborough and Rispin (19 73a, I 973b) experimented on sandstone, 

limestone, anhydrite, dry chalk, and wet chalk. In most cases , direct experimental determination 
of the critical tool spacing (maximum for interaction) gave values close to the theore tical value 
expressed in eq 74. Optimum spacing, at which specific energy was minimized, was approximately 
half the critical spacing, or slightly less than half in some cases. Thus, eq 75 may no t be too un

realistic . 

Valantin e t a1. (J 964) and Fourmaintraux (J 972) suggested an upper limit of cutter spacing for 

efflCien t wo rking as 

S - w - 2- <;; I . 

However , Barker (1964) obtained best results (minimum specific energy) at wider spacings : 

(76) 
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Figure 21. Radial spacing of rolling disc curters. 

chisel edge pick (~) ,., 1.0 - 1.7 } 2 opt 

pointed pick (~) ,., 1.5 - 2.0 . 
2. opt 

(77) 

In very ductile materials, the overbreak angle'" may have very smaU values, so that the cutter 
tends to carve a groove that conforms to its own cross section. Under these circumstances it may be 
advantageous to space the tools so that the uncut rib is an unstable cantilever that breaks easily 
across the base . The writer has made model tests to assess kerf·and-rib breakage in frolen silt, find
ing that the ribs break easily across the base when the ratio of rib height to rib width reaches about 
1.5. TIlls would suggest a spacing criterion for such material as 

S - IV ,., 0.7. -2- (78) 

On axial rotation machines there is also the question of suitable lateral spacing for roller cutters. 
For present purposes it is convenient to base the discussion on a pair of simple disc cutters, as 
shown in figure 2 1. The conside rati ons are essentially similar for spacing of studded discs , and for 
the spacing of adjacent rings of studs on wide roller cones. 

In Figure 21,s is the center-to..center spacing of two adjacent cutting tracks, but the disc cutters 
that produce them (shown in cross section) are not necessa rily on a common radial. In this case, 
IV is the effective contact width of the rim of the disc , con trolled largely by the radius at the tip of 

the bevel and the crushing characteristics of the rock and debris at the base of the groove . The 

half-angle of the beveled rim is oj! , which typically lies in the range 30° to 45°. The overbreak angle 

¢J will usually be greater than if; in brittle materials, but it is not necessarily the same as the over
break angle for drag bit cutting in the sarne material (nor is it necessarily the same for different disc 
cutters).- Under these conditions, the critical spacing for the limit of interaction should again be 

• Work by Morrell and Larson (1974) suggests that, for bevel·edge disc c utt ers, tP increases as W decreases. The 
value o f tan 4J increased by a factor o f 1. 32 as iii decreased fro m 45° to 30° . 
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given by eq 74 , and eq 75 might still be considered a reasonable hypothesis for approximate 

optimum spacing. 

Roxborough and Rispin ( 1973a) measured overbreak angle <I> for cuts made with discs of edge 
angle (= 21/1) 60° and 90°. For wet chalk , <I> was in the range 72° to 74°, which was a good deal 
higller than the range 53° to 57° obtained for drag bit cutting in the same material. In dry chalk, 

<I> for disc cu tting was 74° to 80°, compared with 67° to 70° for drag bit cutting iii the same 
material . With these values of <1>,2 tan <I> is 6.2 to 7.0 for wet chalk and 7.0 to 11.3 for dry chalk. 
The direct expe rimental values for critica l spacing, defined as s/P.. in this case, were 6 to 8 for wet 
chalk and 8 to 12 for dry chalk . Values of IV we re no t measured , but with penetrations in the 
range 5 to 15 mm , it might be reasonable to guess that IV/~ was in the range 0.1 to 1.0. Thus, there 
seems to be very fai r agreement betwee n the calculated values of (s - IV)/~ from eq 74, and the 
measured values of s/~ based on speci fi c energy trends. For optimum disc spacing, eq 75 might 
suggest values of(s - IV)/~ as 3.1 to 3.5 fo r wet chalk and 3.5 to 5.7 for dry chalk. The directly 
measured va lues of s/~ were 2 to 4 for wet chalk and 3 to 5 for dry chalk ; i.e. the specific energy 

trend suggested a slightly close r optimum spacing than would have been deduced from eq 75. 

Other published results for disc cutting experiments (Morrell and Larson 1974, Rad and Olson 

1974, Rad 1975) are less easy to wo rk wi th because of differences in experimen tal design and data 
handling. Whereas Roxborough and his associates imposed constant cut depth 9.. while monitoring 
nOTmal and tangential force components (which seems a realistic simulation fo r large multiple 
cutter machines), the other groups imposed constant normal force, measuring cu t depth and 

tangential force. Rad ( 1975) tested marble , limestone, granite and quartzite, and gave absolute 
values of critical and opti mum spacing. These va lues cannot be normalized with respect to cutting 

depth directly! since depth of cut va ried with groove spacing. However, normalizing with respect 
to cut depth for an independent groove, s/~ had critical values from 10 to 15 and optimum values 
from 6 to 7 . Rad and Olson (1974) found that the ratio of optimum spacing to critical spacing 
was in the range 0.43 to 0.78 for their experiments , with no systematic trends evident. 

Angular tool spacing 

In planning the distribution of cutting tools across the prOjected area of the boring head , 
probably the major factors to be taken into account are I) structural considerations (how to attach 
and support the tools) and 2) smooth running characteristics (elimination of transverse oscillations 
of the head). The first of these may require that cutters be well distributed over the available area , 
rather than concen trated along a few radials. The second demands th at there should be no un
balanced moments at any point on the head. 

In a simple arrangement where cutters are arrayed along two or morc lines, as in Figure 22a, it 
is obvi ously desirable to have the radial arms at uniform angular spacing. On each of 1/ arms there 
is a resultant of the tangential components of cu tting force F, act ing at a radius r, and the sum of 

the moments about the center of the head , nrF" equals the applied torque T. With equal angular 
spacing 21f/n, the moments sum to zero for all points on the head , and there is no tendency for 

turning about any axis other than the central axis. With unequal spacing, this generaUy ceases to 
be the case, and there is a tendency for eccen tric running. If simple radial lines o f cutters are 
inconvenient for structural reasons, then the individual cutters can be dispersed across the head 
by displacing complete rings of cutters, sllch that angular spacing remain s uniform at any given 
radius (Fig. 22b, c, d). This wiU not disturb the balance of moments. 
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T 

o. c. 

b. d . 

Figure 22. Example of balanced cufter arrays fo r 3 repetitions (n 
3, angular spacing 2n/3). 
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In an arrangement where there is only one se t of tracking cu tters, the situa tion is not quite as 
straightforward. With a single radial line of cu tters, such as is often employed with a single-start 
flight auger, there are obviously unbalanced moments that have to be resisted by some firm 
restraints , and cutting forces are conce ntrated on one part of the boring head. This can be tolerated 
on some pieces of equipment , but on others it may be necessary to disperse the cutters in such a way 
that moments about any off-center point sum to zero or to some acceptably small value. When 
there are many individual cutters, this is not very di fficult . For example, the cutters can be 
arrayed along a complete diameter, with alterna te cutters on one radial arm running in the spaces 
left by cutters on the other arm. When there are very many cutters, as on a typical tunnel boring 
machine , they can be dispersed over the head in an approximation to the type of arrangement 
illustrated in Figure 22c. More generally, if N cutters are set out as shown in Figure 23, and each 
cutter is assumed to experience equa l tangential resistance[t' then a condition for balanced running 
Can be obtained by taking moments about a point such as A: 

n=N L: f,(R cosOn - rn ) + T = 0 (79) 
n= l 

where r is the radius of action of the cutter resistance f" R is the head radius, 0 is the angle between 
the radial through A and the radial through the cutter, and T is the applied to rque. This matter 
will be discussed further in the section on dynamics of axial rotation machines. 
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Figure 23. Distribution of culler forces 

on a boring head. 

In principle, angular spacing could also take into 

account the possibility of using a phase lag to optimize 

lateral step formation between adjacent cutting tracks, 
in a manner corresponding to the step-cutting that was 
considered for helical tool arrays on transverse-rotation 
machines. However. the effect is so slight compared 
to the radial stepping, wltich can be acltieved from 
head profiles <as discussed below), that it is not worth 

considering. 

Spacing in the axial direction 

Cutters are orten offset relative to each other in the 
axial direction, with the result that the face being cut 
has a non·nat proHle . This can yield a number of 

advantages, including lateral stabilization of the head , 
the potential fo r easier cu tting, special treatment of cen ter conditions, and convenience in clearing 
cuttings. 

The center of a boring head commonly has cutters in advance of the main head, e.g. a pilot bit 
or mandrel (Fig. 24a). An alternative, which actually may be more efficient, is to have the center 
of the head recessed, so that a small core can form (Fig. 24b). 

Another fairly common arrangement ror the outer parts of the head is to have the cutters stepping 
back as radius increases, so that each cu tting track has a free surface to one side (Fig. 24). When 

this arrangement is adopted , it may be advantageous to leave an uncut rib between the kerf and the 
free edge, taking advantage of the tendency for breakout. No formal discussion of this has been 

found in the literature , but it might be desirable to have the heigh t of the step at least as grea t as the 

width, and of course the step heigh t should exceed the maximum anticipated chipping depth. 

In the case of flight auge rs, stepping in the axial direction is usually achieved by setting cu tters 
on the lip of the flight at different angular positions. Here the axial displacement depends on the 
radius of the cutter position, the helix angie, and the pit ch of the flight. and it may be necessary 
to consider the conditions for balanced running. as discussed above. 

Center 

o. b. 

FigZlre 24. Scilematic of CZlller head profiles. 
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